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About This Game

"Neon Hardcore"

- this is a game that makes you freak out the player after each death of the player character. You need to manage the green cube
and get to another green reference point. But it is very difficult, as the player interfere with the rotating saws and others

obstacles red color.

Features:
- High complexity of the passage.

- Nice design.
- 15 hardcore levels.

- The character does not stop itself! It must be stopped with the help of the "space" button.
- Cards, achievements, emoticons and backgrounds!

Test your finger dexterity and quick thinking!
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Title: Neon Hardcore
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Laush Dmitriy Sergeevich
Publisher:
Laush Studio
Release Date: 21 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP and newer

Processor: Athlon 2 X3 450

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce EN9600 GT

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Greek,Danish,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Ukrainian,Finnish,Cz
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Fantastic, absolutely fantastic. The way it recreated a pre-2000 AOL-style internet is fantastic. There's so much story and
thought and love put into it and it makes me so happy. It's so accurate down to the crappy 3D animation, eye-bleeding page
designs, and clueless old people.
Pick up this game. There are no problems I can state. $22 CAD? Get outta here! No More Robots, good work.

Now for some bs menial marks
--{Graphics}---
\u25a0 You forget what reality is
\u2714 Beautiful
\u25a0 Good
\u25a0 Decent
\u25a0 Bad
\u25a0 Don\u2018t look too long at it
\u2714 Paint.exe (In a good way)

---{Gameplay}---
\u2714 Addictive like heroin
\u2714 Very good
\u25a0 Good
\u25a0 It\u2018s just gameplay
\u25a0 Mehh
\u25a0 Starring at walls is better
\u25a0 Just don\u2018t

---{Audio}---
\u2714 Eargasm
\u2714 Very good (Audio is perfectly suited and music is so catchy)
\u25a0 Good
\u25a0 Not too bad
\u25a0 Bad
\u25a0 Earrape

---{Audience}---
\u25a0 Kids
\u2714 Teens
\u2714 Adults
\u2714 Average Solitare Players

---{PC Requirements}---
\u25a0 Check if you can run paint
\u2714 Potato (2 GB RAM\/1.4GHz processor minimum, meaning an iPhone 6 can run it.)
\u25a0 Decent
\u25a0 Fast
\u25a0 Rich boiiiiii
\u25a0 Ask NASA if they have a spare computer

---{Difficulity}---
\u25a0 Just press 'A'
\u25a0 Easy
\u2714 Significant brain usage
\u25a0 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u25a0 Difficult
\u25a0 Dark Souls
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---{Grind}---
\u2714 Nothing to grind (Maybe hypnocoin but you can get it easily)
\u25a0 Only if u care about leaderboards\/ranks
\u25a0 Isnt necessary to progress
\u25a0 Average grind level
\u25a0 Too much grind
\u25a0 You\u2018ll need a second life for grinding

---{Story}---
\u25a0 If you want story, then go read a book.
\u25a0 Text or Audio floating around
\u25a0 Average depends an DLC
\u25a0 Good
\u25a0 Lovley
\u2714 It\u2018ll replace your life

---{Game Time}---
\u25a0 Long enough for a cup of tea
\u25a0 Short
\u2714 Average
\u2714 Long (Depending on how much you poke around)
\u25a0 To infinity and beyond

---{Price}---
\u25a0 There is no 'price'
\u2714 Worth the price
\u25a0 If u have some spare money left
\u25a0 Not recommended
\u25a0 You could also just burn your money

---{Bugs}---
\u2714 Never heard of
\u25a0 Minor bugs
\u25a0 Can get annoying
\u25a0 Assassin\u2018s Creed: Unity
\u25a0 Get a bug spray. Or more. A lot more. Or maybe a flamethrower. Or a nuke.

Buy. This. Game.. Aside from a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ly hard final boss fight which goes on
for many, many stages with nary a save or checkpoint, this is one of the flat-out dumbest, funnest games I've ever played. You
don't even need to like 2D shooters to dig it (Lord knows I generally don't)!

  Best wait for a sale, though, as it's a tad steep at thirteen buckeroonies...

Verdict: 9\/10.. GREAT!!

I did allot of reading about this package, at first it was on reviews like this one here on Steam.... There are allot of un-greatful
mis-guided brats running around posting up things like "CRAP!!!1!" when you read into it this would reflect their understanding
of what they are purchasing. Whilst it is a powerfull state of the art robust development tool it is not a $2.50 everythings done
for you, you just choose where the walls go and pick a splash screen, RPG Maker OMG MADE 5 GAMES THIS WEEKEND
didnt-actually-make-a-game-game-maker.....sorry there's nothing wrong with people using those programs, they are great
gateways to finding passion for Games Development, however time and time again people have given this bad reviews based on
the fact it's difficult to use.

Its difficult to use compared to a toaster and easy compared other development suites, think about what you would like to get
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out of this. It will be time consuming, you will spend allot of time on the CryDev site flicking through the countless bits of
documents surrounding the ins and outs of how too and how NOT too.

Another bum wrap I noted is just that, people complained that there isn't any documentation on how to use this thing.... in-
correct there is plenty to read and plenty to help you through. I have found everything I have needed so far (extreme beginer
user)

It has a powefull easy-to-use sandbox that from what I can see can be used my people like me who are very basic and down the
line becomes very powerful and precise. The process to export and playtest a level you are working on is about 7 clicks or
something. ALSO THERE IS ALLOT OF INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTATION ON THIS PRODUCT ITS JUST
NOT STAPLED TO YOUR THICK HEAD FOR YOU.

In summary,

DO BUY THIS IF -

You are aware that you are purchasing access to tools and an engine which is quite amazing with a great level of support ( if you
know how to type into a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing google-esk search bar) and understand you will not knock out a unique
AAA game over the weekend. It's really quite great I've learnt allot reading allot of documents and peicing bits and peices
together.

DON'T BUY THIS IF -

a) You are upset by what you have read because I've personally offended you.
b) You lack the ability to accept \/ find that this package has multiple arms including the documentation which is on a website
f) You expect to launch it, wave a wand and laugh with GabeN next weekend about how easy the games industry is to master
u) You intend to spend 0.1 hrs using then trash it with a review
k) You are your mothers brother
u) You have the expectation that you will download the ability to code games at the same time you download this utility
h) You don't have spare time \/ patience to hone a skill or persue a career and or hobbie.

All seriousness its $9, try it out I've found it quite enjoyable so far.. Best 40 cent i've ever spent.. hello. I only have enjoyed this
game for few minutes but do enjoy this space game. The opponents vary and ther is lots of action to be played. I hope the
makers add more colors and affects to each danger sphere. Overall, this game makes a good space game and can give long times
of fun for all.
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I still can't believe no one picked this up when it came out, a faithful remake of a fantastic multiplayer game!
for those like myself who have enjoyed archon for years, online play is an amazing addition, and for everyone who missed this
gem from the past : if you like the sound of turn based strategy mixed with furious action, check it out, it's cheap!. A nice
combination of an action-puzzler and a shoot em up, Its probably closest to Every Extend if you've ever played that, or maybe a
horizontal version of puzzle bobble where shot timing mattered as much as accuracy.

Its good. its different, it makes excellent use of a second monitor.. A wonderful remake of the Atari 8 bit classic Archon.
Graphics and sound are fine, but it's the great gameplay that makes this game so enjoyable.
The original Archon only had one game board and no campaigns. This game has many different game boards and some
interesting and challenging campaigns. I've put a lot of hours into the campaigns and more than got my moneys worth.. Maps
doesn\u00b4t look good and are not fun to play.There are a lot of things everywhere and it is annoying to find important parts
for completing every level.
Also I don\u00b4t like music and sounds in this game.Those workers don\u00b4t have to comment their every move.And it is
annoying that I have to wait for them to get beck home to give them new orders.I can\u00b4t plan my moves further to the
future.
There are a lot of better games of this type than this one.
Don\u00b4t waste your time buying it. Even if it is on sale.. I have not much playtime on record as of now, but SUPER
SAURIO FLY is really a mega cute game with great artwork!

As for platformers, which I normally don't play (I'm also not particularly good at them) it's doing a fine job so far.
You can run, swim, jump and, well, sort of fly by pushing yourself in the air each time you press the button, and also float once
you got your Saurio butt up.
There are 2 attacks, one standard which is melee and needs timing, and a ranged one which needs to be fueled by picking up
"ammo".
Oh, and it would appear you can play as Dad Saurio or Mum Saurio anytime by changing between them.
Dad has a better ranged attack (a straight fire bolt, his melee is a head butt), Mum has better melee, I guess (a wooden hammer,
she can throw it as her ranged attack, but it's not flying straight, but offers projectile motion trajectory). Tho, it seems the
ranged attack and their form can be changed depending on the ammo, as I experienced it once without knowing what I picked
up before.

There is a replay option that serves as your kind of save system, where you choose the different levels from the different worlds
you completed or played last, pick your choice and progress from there onwards.

I'm playing on medium difficulty and still die quite often, but obviously I'm a little incompetent Saurio. xD
At least I passed the 1. boss, and only died once fighting him, and he was actually easy. :)

I guess, if you like cute platformers or just very cute games, you might give this one a try, it's very worth it!. I dont understand
why this game isn't talked about more. This game is awesome if you like Unreal Tournament \/ Quake. Remember when you
were young and played UT with InstaGib? You can do that here, but this time in VR!
It is fast paced with alot of different game modes.
The reason i dont have more playtime is because what others have pointed out... Empty servers!
I hope it gets as much attention eventually as Onward or Pavlov does. Cuz this game deserves it!.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665able bee. They removed the best part.
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